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“Once a new technology rolls over you, if you're
not part of the steamroller, you are part of the
road.”
– Stewart Brand
This quote holds true for me, and it is especially applicable in this
period when we are experiencing transformation of technology
at a rapid speed.
Since technology is the most important determinant of a country's
development, it is the restraint of every citizen to establish a strong hold on technology
and latest tech devices. Over the past few years, the country has witnessed a substantial
shift in technology adoption, which is a positive indication of the country's development in
the BFSI (Banking, Financial Services & Insurance) sector.
In this edition of BFSI India, the cover story published is one of the most talked-about
segments of the BFSI sector right now i.e. “Influence of IoT & Edge computing in BFSI”.
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In this Edition, you will also see a special coverage on “Impact of Digital Transformation on
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BFSI IT Briefs
Colt Technology Services and Sify Technologies have announced a channel relationship for Europe:
Sify Technologies which is an Indian ICT
solutions provider with global assistance
abilities
traversing
data
centres,
application management, networks, cloud,
and infrastructure managed services has
recently declared a channel business with
Colt Technology Services, a preeminent
provider of large bandwidth and ondemand connectivity, to cover Europe.
Sify's collaborative applications for Oracle
Cloud
Infrastructure
(OCI),
the
Infrastructure-as-a-Service that provides
on-premises computing power to perform

cloud-native and enterprise IT workloads, are
being proposed as part of the deal. Colt's
network connectivity ability which is
connected "On Request" service allows
connectivity to be flexible up expressly for the
OCI migration. That is to state, the user only
gets added connectivity when it is needed.
Customers can reliably deploy new
connection offerings on a low delay, highperformance connection in a matter of hours
rather than weeks or months, thanks to Colt's
secure cloud access and on-demand offerings.

Tech Mahindra has launched a Google Cloud Business section in order to speed up cloud adoption:
Tech Mahindra, a supplier of digital
transformation, consultancy, and business
reengineering services, has announced the
creation of a dedicated Google Cloud
Business Unit to help businesses around the
world adopt cloud computing faster. The new
business unit will focus on developing
industry-specific Google Cloud solutions to
assist businesses in balancing growth and
innovation, enabling operational scalability,
and ensuring a consistent user experience.
Tech Mahindra's dedication to driving cloud
adoption for its customers across sectors as
well as its partnership with Google Cloud is

demonstrated by the creation of a dedicated
business unit. The
business unit with a
Center of Excellence
(COE) will offer a full
set of Google Cloud
products and will tap
into a dedicated talent
pool dedicated to
developing intellectual
property (IP) and
customised solutions
for corporate users.

Three revolutionary Neobanks are reshaping Africa's banking industry:
Latin America, Africa, and
the Middle East are
experiencing a surge in
digital banking. Because
of the increased investor
interest in the industry,
which
saw
Venture
Capital funds contribute
over $2 billion to
Neobanks in the first half
of last year. Africa covers
20% of the Earth's
surface, more than China,
Canada, and the United
States combined. At the
same time, the country is
home to 16% of the
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world's population, the bulk of whom are still
unbanked. Because Africa is developing in
this industry, the Neobanks in Africa are
currently being monitored by the entire
world! As a result, several successful digital
banking apps and firms can be found in
Countries in Africa. The app's newest feature
is the ability to save money on gold and
develop long-term saving habits. Users of this
app can make deposits using a CIB ATM and
can also set financial goals on the platform.
The app intends to expand its deposit feature
to include pharmacies and supermarkets, in
addition to the young. While participating in
the North African Flat6Labs Accelerator
programme, the firm won $28,000.
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BFSI IT Briefs
TCS strengthens its strong partnership with Google Cloud:
Tata Consultancy Services, India's most
comprehensive IT services firm, recently

announced that it is expanding its strategic

partnership with Google Cloud by building
experience centres for customers to
experience
cloud
solutions, as well as codeveloping
new
solutions
in
retail,
manufacturing,
and
finance sectors. TCS will
open Google Garages at
its research institutions
in New York, Tokyo, and
Amsterdam,
allowing
businesses to analyze
cloud solutions, test and develop programs,

and use analytics and artificial intelligence to
meet business challenges. TCS further stated
that the garages will highlight its array of
Google Cloud-based products and services,
including BaNCS, Optumera, a marketing and
distribution network optimization tool, and
WaferWise, a system for semiconductor
manufacturers to suspicious activities. Apart
from some industry-specific solutions, the IT
services behemoth is a Google Cloud partner
and offers end-to-end services in cloud
migration,
application
and
data
modernization, managed services, SAP on the
cloud, and digital transformation.

At Diyar Al Muharrraq, BBK will launch its fourth 24-hour digital branch:
BBK, Bahraini retail, and the commercial bank
has recently declared plans to initiate a new
24/7 digital branch in Diyar AlMuharraq later
this year, making it the bank's fourth digital
"BBKPLUS" branch after the thriving launch of
its self-service digital branches in the Bahrain
City Center in early 2020 and the Tala Plaza
Financial Mall in February of this year. This
newest addition to the BBKPLUS branch
network is one of the Bank's many efforts to
digitize its financial services and build a selfservice and optimal banking practice for its

clients. The new branch will offer a variety of
digital services to customers, including
Smart ATMs, Corporate Deposit
Machines, Instant Debit Card Issuance
Machines, Bank Statement Issuance
Machines, and an Interactive Teller
Machine that assists customers in doing
banking transactions. Customers will also
have access to user support and sales
consultancy services from the Bank's
customer service representatives during
branch hours.

FortiManager integration with Terraform has been announced by Fortinet and HashiCorp to automate and simplify cloud
security:
Multi- and hybrid clouds are used by more than 90% of businesses. As
a result, maintaining infrastructure and installations across the
numerous cloud environments that they employ can overwhelm cloud
and network operations teams. Interconnecting apps and data across
clouds, data centres, and branches is a problem for businesses, and it
often comes at the sacrifice of security and operational efficiency. At
the same time, due in large part to manual processes, misconfiguration
is the number one security risk affecting cloud deployments.

Fortinet, a global provider of broad, integrated, and automated
cybersecurity solutions, has announced a partnership with HashiCorp
Terraform to simplify and automate Day zero and Day one operations
for multi-cloud and hybrid cloud installations based on the Fortinet
Security Fabric.
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As they use hybrid cloud and multi-cloud to move faster and be more
flexible, organisations are looking to automate and expand their
DevOps lifecycle by using Infrastructure as Code (IaC) to provision,
configure, and pull down essential cloud infrastructure on demand.
Customers can now deploy, manage, and automate security across
even the most complex multi-cloud systems thanks to Fortinet's
integration with Terraform.
“We are excited about Fortinet’s new integration with Terraform. The
new, verified Terraform provider for FortiManager and FortiOS
enables operators to provision and manage Fortinet resources to
better administer their multi-cloud infrastructure, minimising cloud
waste and improving security,” said Burzin Patel, President Global
Alliances, HashiCorp.
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InCred Finance and KKR India Financial Services have teamed up to offer a variety of lending options:
The non-bank lending company of American
private equity giant KKR India Financial
Services (KIFS) and InCred Financial Services,
the retail and MSME lending business of
InCred, have sealed a deal to integrate the
two lending businesses a year after first
discussing a cooperation. InCred Finance,
founded in 2016 by Bhupinder Singh, is a
tech-enabled lending organisation that offers
consumer, small business, and education
loans online and offline. KIFS, which was
launched in 2009, provides financial solutions
to Indian enterprises. "KKR's long-term vision
and dedication to the India storey aligns well
with InCred's goal of building a leading
financial institution that will play a
meaningful role in India's credit ecosystem,"
said Singh, InCred's Founder and CEO.
InCred's retail non-banking financing

company and KIFS will be amalgamated
under the terms of the agreement to
establish InCred Finance, which will be
overseen by CEO Bhupinder Singh.
A syndicate led by Singh and including
existing InCred investors will own the
majority of InCred Finance. A consortium
led by KKR and made up of existing KIFS
investors will keep a significant minority
share in the company. At the time of the
transaction's closure, KKR will be InCred
Finance's single largest investor, and the firm
will remain a long-term strategic partner.
“This is a great milestone for KKR’s India
business considering the market-leading
retail lending company Bhupinder and his
team have created in just a few short years.
Bringing together InCred Finance and KIFS

will create a larger enterprise with the

enhanced resources and investment acumen.
KIFS has been a long-time market leader and
we are excited to address India’s lending
opportunity with an even greater array of
flexible solutions for borrowers," said Gaurav
Trehan, Partner and CEO of KKR.

LoanTap has chosen CyborgIntell's AI Platform to help speed up the development of digital lending products:

LoanTap has established a partnership with
Cyborgintell, an AI software firm. LoanTap's
business image has always been around
offering flexible and friendly products to their
customers. LoanTap hopes to streamline
their whole trip and provide a distinct AI
model in the digital lending industry as a
result of this collaboration. The approach will
aid in the development and implementation
of fast AI solutions for better customer
service and lower operating costs.

LoanTap will be able to assess massive
amounts of customer data, analyse
consumer behaviour, organise, and track
consumer journeys to prevent defaults, and
hence
improve
loan
disbursement
turnaround times, thanks to the
incorporation of AI and ML algorithms.
Consumers will be guided further through
the loan experience by AI, which will include
reminders to return on time and the
development of consumer profiles, allowing
us to efficiently service our customers while
also providing them with an optimum
product.
The
Vice-President-Technology
from
LoanTap, Gautam Sinha stated “At LoanTap,
we believe innovation is at our core, we have
always aimed at re-inventing the financial
dynamics, introduced fast loan processes for
the convenience of our consumers. This
collaboration is a step forward in that

direction, wherein we are aiming at financial
inclusion. The adaptation of artificial
intelligence will enable us to target our
consumers and make internal processing of
loans seamless, ultimately driving value for
our customers with a customized, fast, and
convenient experience”.
LoanTap will be able to assess massive
amounts of customer data, analyse consumer
behaviour, organise, and track consumer
journeys to prevent defaults, and hence
improve loan disbursement turnaround
times, thanks to the incorporation of AI and
ML algorithms. Consumers will be guided
further through the loan experience by AI,
which will include reminders to return on
time and the development of consumer
profiles, allowing us to efficiently service our
customers while also providing them with an
optimum product.

Biconomy introduces Hyphen, a cross-chain transaction:
Infrastructure
network
with
many
blockchains Biconomy's Hyphen mainnet has
gone live, paving the way for low-cost token
transfers
across
Ethereum-compatible
blockchains.
Instead of waiting 30 minutes or hours, users
can now make near-instantaneous USD Coin
(USDC) transfers between Ethereum Virtual
Machine (EVM) compliant chains. Biconomy
announced that by maintaining and
rebalancing token liquidity on both sides of
the network, it can speed up transactions.
Biconomy's chief technical officer, Sachin
Tomar, described the present cross-chain
transfer problems: “On average, to transfer
funds from Layer1 to Layer2 blockchains, it
can take anywhere from 40-min to 7-days for
users to receive their funds “More

specifically, it currently takes around 40-50
min to get ERC20 tokens from the Polygon
Network to Ethereum via their native
bridge.”
These difficulties, he believes, result in
diminished network effects and a more
difficult user experience. He claims that
Hyphen overcomes the problem by allowing
developers to enable value transfers
between EVM networks, other layer-two
solutions, and sidechains. Biconomy has
bagged a $9 million round of private
fundraising that was led by DACM and
Mechanism Capital. Till this date, the
company has raised total $10.5 million in
private funding and has processed over $570
million in transactions.
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With the bitcoin market reviving, demand for
cross-chain swaps is expected to increase,
especially as decentralised finance, or DeFi,
grows in popularity. Platforms like Polkadot
and Celer continue to emphasise cross-chain
interaction and interoperability, and more
developers are joining in to support that
ambition.
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Arya joins hands with the State Bank of Mauritius to expand its commodity finance capabilities:
The State Bank of Mauritius (SBM), India, has
struck a strategic collaboration with Arya,
India's largest post-harvest Agritech
company, to boost its finance solutions
capabilities. This collaboration will serve to
create favourable conditions for the
advancement of mutually beneficial aims and
a broader penetration of its integrated
services in the mid-market segment, which
includes mid-sized businesses and higher-end
SMEs.
Ritesh Raman, Arya's chief business officer
for storage solutions, elaborated on the
partnership "We are committed to improving
access to credit, easing the financing process,
and providing robust solutions for instant
credit to every client in the Agri value chain,
as stated in the Arya brand promise. SBM
Bank India is led by a core team of industry

experts with deep subject understanding.
This partnership will only help us solidify our
position as the market leader."
Senior Spokesperson SBM Bank India, said,
"We are focusing on commodity financing
portfolio and this partnership strengthens
our hold in the segment. At SBM Bank
India, we believe in empowering our
collaborators through our banking
expertise, to improve their offerings as
well as, uplift their end customers'
financial requirements. Through our
collaboration with Arya, we are
expanding our presence to cater to the
agri-traders and agri-entrepreneurs
across the country and offering them
customized solutions to help them grow and
prosper."

The use of high-tech banking capabilities is
more important than ever in today's
landscape to fulfil the needs of a continuously
changing business and a diverse borrower
base. These kinds of partnerships make it
easier to do business, allowing for more

frictionless loan procedures, more efficient
operations for end users, and new chances
for digital engagement.

Tech Mahindra strengthens its partnership with Microsoft in order to improve hybrid cloud capabilities:
Tech Mahindra has increased its partnership

with Microsoft in order to improve hybrid
cloud capabilities. The partnership seeks to
use Microsoft Azure Stack HCI, a new
hyperconverged
infrastructure
(HCI)
technology, to help enterprises speed hybrid

cloud transformation, simplify virtualized
workloads, and improve corporate
resilience.
Tech Mahindra's integration with Azure
allows the company to get the most out
of on-premise investments while
ensuring
business
continuity,
safeguarding resources, and enabling
new business scenarios for businesses.
Tech Mahindra hopes to create
innovation and agility for its clients
through this relationship by matching
their goals and future product
development in the Azure Stack HCI space.
Vivek Gupta, Head - Global Cloud Services,
Tech Mahindra, said, “Being cloud ready is
critical for enterprises today to accelerate
their digital transformation roadmap. In line

with
our
TechM
CLOUDNXT.NOW
framework, the collaboration will enable
organizations to become agile, resilient and
flexible
without
compromising
on
performance and security in an increasingly
remote work environment today.”
Talal Alqinawi, Senior Director, Azure at
Microsoft, said, “By extending our
longstanding
relationship
with Tech
Mahindra to Azure Stack HCI, we will
empower enterprises to build and deploy
cloud-native applications with seamless
access to cloud services. This will enable
customers to maintain business continuity,
secure resources and drive innovation.”

KreditBee Introduces the ‘KreditBee Card,' A New Age Card for India:
With the launch of the ‘KreditBee Card,'
KreditBee, one of
India's
largest
digital
lending
platforms,
forayed into the
card market. The
card
gives
unserved
and
underserved
banking
customers access to short-term liquidity
with several repayment options, avoiding
the requirement for a separate loan. For the
launch of this product, KreditBee has
teamed with RuPay and RBL Bank. The

KreditBee Card is a credit-line backed
prepaid card
for end users,
in which the
amount
is
loaded
into
the KreditBee
card account
when the user
makes
a
transaction or
requests a withdrawal.
By the end of FY22, KreditBee plans to
provide 1 million cards. In terms of ticket size
and payback alternatives, it provides diversity
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and flexibility. A credit limit of up to 10,000
can be obtained by the customer, which must
be repaid within a single billing cycle of no
more than 45 days. The cardholder is able to
make several withdrawals or purchases
(within the credit limit) while incurring lower
fees (no hidden charges). The virtual card will
also aid new to credit consumers in building
their credit score in order to be able to obtain
financing in the future, promoting a healthy
credit culture while also promoting financial
inclusion.
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For enhanced security and compliance in the cloud, McAfee Enterprise has announced an integration with Microsoft
Dynamics 365:

Microsoft Dynamics 365 is a set of intelligent
business solutions that has enabled
businesses to upgrade operational efficiency
and provide more appealing customer
experiences. It connects customers with

products, people with data, and supply chains
and storefronts with linked business apps to
reach more customers in more places.
MVISION Cloud, which is part of McAfee
Enterprise's secure access service edge
(SASE) offering – MVISION Unified Cloud Edge
(UCE), is now offering enhanced security
coverage for Microsoft Dynamics 365, a set of
enterprise resource planning and customer
relationship
management
software
applications. Russ Connell, Sr. Partner
Development Manager, Microsoft said,

“We’re pleased to see McAfee’s commitment
to supporting and securing this everincreasing
demand.
MVISION
Cloud
integrates with Microsoft Dynamics 365’s
APIs—ensuring our joint customers can
successfully meet key security and
compliance requirements.” Due to its policy
flexibility and ease of use, MVISION Cloud for
Dynamics 365 is suitable for various industry
verticals, including education, banking,
logistics, and healthcare, as well as
businesses of all sizes.

Equitas SFB's Fintech Accelerator will enable banks to offer VAS to their clientele:
Equitech, a Fintech Accelerator aimed at the
start-up ecosystem, will be launched by
Equitas Small Finance Bank. It's a one-of-akind initiative that aims to help Fintechs scale
up and establish their go-to-market strategy.
This will assist Fintechs in progressing to the
next level and bringing their products to a
more focused clientele. The initiative was
officially launched on August 7th, and the
application procedure for enrolment has
begun.
The main focus of Equitech will on banking
technology such as payments, lending, CASA,
transaction banking, API banking, governance,
and regulations, as well as on some other
technologies such as agri-tech, banking

technology, clean energy, government
technology, and other horizontal sectors
across the key focus areas. Through Equitas
Small Finance Bank's digital platform and
APIsandbox for product development, the
nominated companies will have direct
access to world-class infrastructure. There
will be specialised cohorts, as well as
mentors and an expert panel; start-ups will
collaborate closely with these specialists to
develop their products, and Equitas will
provide the appropriate legal and regulatory
support. Deep-dive meetings with a pool of
mentors/core groups, which include industry
experts, will be beneficial to aspiring

entrepreneurs. The selected Fintech may also
have the opportunity to work with Equitas SFB
as a first ever commercial business partner or
as a co-brand partner.

RBL Bank has chosen AWS to help stimulate its AI development:
Amazon Web Services, a company of Amazon.com, has been chosen as RBL Bank's cloud provider.
RBL Bank's AI-powered banking products would be strengthened, and the lender's digital
transformation would be accelerated, thanks to AWS. "The bank is expanding its analytics abilities
and developing in AI to extend distinct use scenarios across different areas, particularly in risk,
operations, customer service, and human resources. RBL Bank analysts can extract data and
streamline the management of 2,500 papers per quarter leveraging machine learning," stated RBL
Bank in a statement. It will utilize the Amazon Textract, which is a machine learning tool that extracts
handwriting, text, data from scanned documents, to analyse documents such as financial statements,
stock statements, and stock audit reports to identify the risk of default across the bank's risk and
operations departments.

Amazon, Google, and Microsoft have joined the US cyber team to combat ransomware:
Officials from the US
Department
of
Homeland
Security
recently revealed that
Amazon, Google, and
Microsoft have joined
forces
to
battle
cyberattacks and protect cloud computing systems from
cybercriminals. The internet giants are among the organisations that
have signed on to be members of a Joint Cyber Defense Partnership
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focused at merging government and private sector capabilities and
competencies to tackle cyberattacks, as per the Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Security Agency. "Our main importance will be on trials
to counter cyberattacks and building a strategic framework to
accomplish concerns that affect cloud service providers with these
really strong collaborators," said CISA director Jen Easterly. Last week,
US Vice President Joe Biden expressed alarm about the rapid surge in
cybercrime, particularly ransomware, which encrypts individuals'
data and then asks for money to recover accessibility.
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EedenBull and Mastercard are working together to improve payment modernization:
EedenBull, a FinTech that specialises in B2B commercial payments
technology, has joined Mastercard Track Business
Payment Service to improve its revolutionary
Commercial
Payments
as-a-Service
solution.
Mastercard Track streamlines the communication of
payment-related data between customers and
providers. It is a collection of B2B solutions that assists
organisations in increasing simplicity, flexibility, and
efficiency by determining the optimal alternative for paying or
receiving money for each invoice across numerous payment rails.
"The global epidemic is hastening the transition to automated B2B

payments, as well as altering businesses' digital expectations. As a
result, banks require assistance in
improving their offerings to avoid losing
client loyalty or missing out on the great
possibility that lies ahead. This partnership
demonstrates our commitment to
providing our banking partners with
optimal B2B payment solutions that enable
them to address the diverse needs of their corporate customers," said
Nicki Bisgaard, CEO and Co-Founder of EedenBull.

To launch Airtel Office Internet, Airtel has collaborated with Google Cloud and Cisco:
Bharti Airtel has launched a new 'Airtel Office
Internet,' a streamlined enterprise-grade

solution for small enterprises and early-stage

IT startups, among many others. According to
a
corporate
statement,
developing
businesses across India are looking for
reliable connection and digital productivity
solutions to help them improve their agility,
efficiency, and customer service. These
companies want to be able to access these
solutions through a single point of contact.
"Airtel Office Internet is based on these
findings and offers a unified solution with one

package and one bill that includes secured
high-speed data connections, audio and
video
conferencing,
and
business
productivity tools," it stated. It includes FTTH
broadband with symmetric speeds up to 1
Gbps, as well as boundless local and longdistance calling. Cisco and Kaspersky provide
built-in operator safety to stop harmful and
undesired domains, malware, crypto-lockers,
and assaults.

FxPro has teamed up with Currenycloud to introduce BnkPro, a banking app:
FxPro, a worldwide broker, has teamed up
with Currencycloud, a B2B embedded crossborder solutions provider, to launch BnkPro,
a new release of convenient and flexible emoney services. The affluent mass portion of
the market will be able to access private
banking-like offerings through such a quick
and easy app provided by BnkPro. Customers
will be able to construct a multi-currency
digital wallet and get a Mastercard debit card
using this application. "The FxPro Group and
our businesses have always worked for
continuous technological advancement, and

this collaboration would be another step
towards each providing a
full range of financial
services, including global
exchanges and multicurrency deposits, as well
as strong digital investing
options. Without a doubt,
our
relationship
with
Currencycloud will help us achieve our
objectives, create a high-quality professional
product, and solidify BnkPro Ltd's position as
an industry leader," said Charalambos

Psimolophitis,

CEO

of

FxPro Group.
Currencycloud's
integration
with
FxPro's
product
broadens
the
company's
geographic coverage.
It gives clients access
to
various
new
international and domestic payment rails and
schemes that enable sending, receiving, and
holding funds in different transactions
quicker and easier.

Finacle Digital Banking Solution Suite is chosen by UnionBank of the Philippines:
Infosys UnionBank of the Philippines, a
renowned bank in the Philippines and Finacle,
a fully owned subsidiary of Infosys, freshly
unveiled that the bank will shift from an onpremise implementation to the Finacle Digital
Banking Solution Suite on Cloud soon. "The
Philippines has developed as a centre of
digital banking reform as rising institutions
throughout the globe prioritise digital. For
approximately two decades, Infosys Finacle
has had a powerful and growing appearance
in this market, and we are happy to have
partnered with many of the digital giants.

With the migration to the Finacle Digital
Banking Solution Suite on Cloud, UnionBank,
a long-time customer, is leading the road to
the future, as they have always done.
UnionBank will be one step ahead of the
competition and ready for the future today as
a result of this transition. We are pleased to
embark on this journey with UnionBank and
look forward to assisting them in achieving
their goals," said Venkatramana Gosavi,
Senior Vice President & Global Head of Sales,
Infosys Finacle. The movement of over 8
million customer accounts to the latest
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software-as-a-service platform will be
considered. UnionBank will be capable to
scale up its Retail and Corporate Banking
services, develop and deploy new capabilities
quickly, and provide seamless, personalised,
and secure digital banking services .
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SBI Introduces a New Feature for the YONO and YONO Lite Applications to Prevent Online Fraud:
State Bank of India has launched an innovation — ‘SIM
Binding' in YONO and YONO Lite recently to make your
mobile banking activity more secure. According to the
lender, the innovative additional security alternative will
protect customers from online fraud. "Our goal with this
new feature is to provide enhanced security to all of our
customers while also providing them with a convenient
and secure online banking experience. We at SBI are
always striving to encourage customers to perform
digital banking services from the comfort of their homes

and to take advantage of the one-stop banking and
lifestyle solutions provided by YONO and YONO Lite,"
said SBI's DMD (Strategy) and chief digital officer, Rana
Ashutosh Kumar Singh. With the new SIM Binding
function, the SBI mobile banking applications — YONO
and YONO Lite — will indeed work on systems that
have SIM cards or mobile numbers enrolled with the
bank. SBI clients will need to update their mobile app to
reach the latest version of YONO and YONO Lite with
additional security features.

PM Modi will unveil a "futuristic digital payment solution." Today is the day for e-RUPI:
Prime Minister Narendra Modi going to originate e-RUPI, a person- and purposespecific digital payment solution, via video conferencing today. "Digital technology is
significantly modifying people's experiences and developing the idea of 'Ease of Living.'
Tomorrow i.e., August 2nd, at 4:30 PM, will initiate e-RUPI, a high-tech digital payment
solution that provides numerous advantages to its users," said PM Modi. Among the
advantages of e-RUPI, PM Modi said, are cashless and contactless digital payments,
beneficiaries, digitally connecting service supporters, ensuring leak-proof delivery of
several profit services. The National Payments Corporation of India developed e-RUPI,
a cashless and contactless digital payment instrument, in partnership with the
Department of Financial Services, the Union Ministry of Health and Family Welfare,
and the National Health Authority. It is a QR code or SMS string-based e-Voucher that

is provided to funders'
mobile phones. Users of eRUPI will be able to
withdraw the voucher at
the assistance provider
without internet banking
access, card, or digital
payments application.

BT and Microsoft have formed a new partnership for industry growth:
BT partnered with Microsoft to stimulate modernization across industry-focused
services,
business
voice,
and
cybersecurity,
in
sectors ranging from
digital production to
health, healing growth
to businesses in the UK
and over the globe. BT
has previously been

named as one of the first Microsoft Operator Connect and Operator Connect
Conferencing extension associates. The modernized arrangement will enable BT to
create this connection by allowing its own branded global managed voice services
directly through Microsoft Teams, improving the customer experience and generating
new extension possibilities. The companies will move ahead with the plan and launch
of a new generation of trained security assistance to empower and protect the latest
collaborative workplace. The partnership is dependent on sustainability and
collaboration on digital skills. BT and Microsoft will work together to improve the
sustainability credentials of their supply chains and to promote digital skills in
communities.

TruNarrative collaborated with ieDigital to improve customer onboarding digitisation:
ieDigital, established in 1986, is a committed technology

provider to some of the UK's financial institutions.
ieDigital's expert team gives its Interact solution to

banks, building societies, retail firms, consumer finance,
and motor finance, promoting digital transformation
and enhancing customer expertise. TruNarrative and
ieDigital have teamed up to support digital change and
to give cutting-edge customer onboarding and
monitoringmethods, decreasingaccount opening time
to fewer than four minutes. The collaboration will
provide banks and mutual societies reach to
technology for account monitoring, ID verification,
eKYC, and AML. "Our strategy to change how
technology addresses financial crime agreement is well
started, and our partnership with ieDigital is a
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meaningful step ahead. Collectively, we will give
excellent fraud and verifying tools that will allow Interact
customers to enhance every phase of compliant
onboarding while having the peace of mind that the
TruNarrative interface gives," said John Lord, CEO at
TruNarrative. TruNarrative was recently selected by the
Rational Group to develop its client onboarding and
identification confirmation methods and give a more
seamless customer experience. By a single API,
TruNarrative's SaaS platform allows businesses to
identify fraud and recognize the risk.
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Edge computing with AI brings real-time insights to banking
In the banking industry, edge computing is becoming an influential ingredient for mission-critical infrastructure.
Combined with AI, cloud, and 5G, the potential of edge computing in finance is nigh endless. The improvement of
customer experiences is becoming a priority in most industries today, most especially in those where customer service
is essential, such as in the banking and financial services industry (BFSI). The banking industry, particularly, has been
an early adopter of new technologies — and also the sector with the most use cases. With more features being enabled
by technology, banks are hoping to strengthen the overall experience to meet and even exceed customers’ increasing
demands and expectations. Blockchain, artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML) and application programming
interface (API) technologies are revolutionizing banking with new tailored customer experiences, hyperpersonalization, and new business models. While some edge computing is being applied today, the global edge
computing market, valued at US$3.5 billion in 2019, could reach US$43.4 billion by 2027.
With the continued use of IoT, Gartner predicts that 75% of enterprise-generated data will be created and processed
outside the traditional data center or cloud by 2025. Adding to that, an IBM report states that 84% of executives
involved in their organization’s edge computing strategies expect edge applications to positively impact operational
responsiveness.

Adopting AI in banking





AI can be used to detect fraudulent transactions and anti-money laundering. This can even be applied to large
data sets based on the customer’s past behaviors and other data.
AI enhances existing capabilities, improves monitoring, and implements stronger preventive protocols to
guard against sophisticated threats.
The adoption of AI in banking has become more mainstream, with the deployment of such solutions making
banks
As most banks have invested heavily in legacy infrastructure, they would prefer to use technology that can
support or scale with their existing infrastructure.
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Generating real-time insight
“Right now, real-time warnings are inadequate. Banks are working on near-real-time notifications right now, which is
where edge computing comes in. During his presentation at the AI Accelerator Institute event, Bose stated, "It helps
banks reach future banking trends, allowing us to have an omnichannel experience." Edge computing, according to
Bose, allows both retail banking and alternative investing sectors to cut expenses while increasing revenue. Edge
systems are self-contained, allowing a single administrator to handle thousands of endpoints. Management duties will
be completed out in accordance with the plan, with no need for intervention.

Some of the edge computing and AI use cases in banking include:







Hyper-personalization – Bots using natural language processing to interpret and comply with customer
information requests as well as perceive basic human emotions and adjust behavior accordingly.
Retail banking – features like SmiletoPay, whereby a user just smiles to a camera, the AI captures your features
and can complete your transactions. This can be applied to retail stores, etc. Edge allows seamless integration with
non-banking apps, facial recognition for frictionless payments, and more.
Corporate banking – customized lending solutions for loans based on microexpression analysis to review loan
applications. The entire process is service by an AI-powered virtual adviser.
Banking security – edge computing delivers low latency analytics that guarantees data sovereignty and security.
Cybersecurity – real-time geo-location tagging, digital footprint analyzer, suspicious beneficiary detection,
microexpression analysis for facial expressions are just some of the use cases banks can consider.

Managing the workforce
One of the biggest problems is the shortage of skilled professionals in managing these new technologies.
Banks, which normally focus on hiring accountants, financial advisors, and such will now need to look towards building
a bigger IT workforce to support these new applications. At the same time, existing bank employees need to see how
they can work best with the new tools. For example, if a customer can apply everything from a car loan to credit cards
online, financial advisors will need to see where else they can utilize their skills.
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The edge: the bridge between banks and their customers
With edge technology, banks leverage AI and ML to implement chatbots that respond to customer queries, without
needing to rely on staff, and suggest personalised product and service recommendations on the spot. Banks also use
edge technology at ATMs and remote branches. For example, edge computing enables banks to deploy Internet of
Things (IoT) based robots, like HSBC’s Pepper, which uses AI and ML to deliver unique customer experiences, reduce
customer waiting times and present the information as needed by the customer. As Acuity Knowledge Partner details,
edge computing enables banks to implement real-time fraud detection mechanisms at the transaction level, where
most fraud cases can be detected. Not only does this protect the customer’s money, but it also protects the bank’s
reputation and ensures regulatory compliance. As banks embrace these important use cases of edge computing for
their customers, it’s critical for their IT teams to have a well thought-out strategy for how customer data in the cloud,
on-premises infrastructure, data centres, and their network’s edge are all connected.

Bridging the connections
What banks need is the “bridge” that connects the branch locations, access to the cloud, bank employees and their
customers, easily and securely. Opting for a software-defined wide area network (SD-WAN) with virtual edge
computing enables banks to easily connect and automate connectivity between branches, data centres, and the cloud.
It also means connections can be deployed within minutes, not weeks or months – ensuring data can be quickly
processed and transferred to where it needs to be. As banks meet their customers at the edge, ensuring private
connections that reduce exposure of customer data to the cybersecurity risks of the public internet will be crucial too.
As personal data moves from the cloud or from the data centres to the network edge and back, using a secure and
private network will be non-negotiable. IT teams will need to ensure their network architecture can cover the many
locations their customers are banking from. Seeking a connectivity solution with an expansive footprint in both major
metros around the world and remote edge locations will be important
to both unify and simplify a financial institution’s cloud-enabled
network, while improving application performance for their
customers. To stay ahead and attract new customers, the banking
industry will need to think about how they can meet their customer’s
needs by leveraging the edge to deliver quicker, more secure and
personalised customer experiences. But before this, they’ll need to
ensure connectivity is at the forefront of this movement towards the
edge. Making sure that data from the cloud or the data centre can be
easily pulled by applications running at the network edge is a must.
Only then will this allow the banking experience to be taken to the
next level that the network edge promises.
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Combining the Strength of Cloud with Edge Computing
Centralized servers were established as the be all and end all of computing until it started to change as this form of
computing is costly, hard to scale and resource intensive. Cloud computing emerged as the most flexible model of
computing that could cater to a wider range of networking requirements. But computing needs have grown to the
peripherals of the network with devices called as edge devices. Edge devices are those devices that are on the edge of
a network, either close to the end user or just simply at the peripherals of an entire network in an unmanned state.
Such devices don’t perform as best as those placed closer to the central servers. Because of the lack of adequate
storage, network capacity, and other supporting infrastructure, cloud computing was also a no-go for these edge
devices. This is mainly because the devices are usually sharing resources among multiple distributed nodes. These
nodes have other users and content consumers placed close to each other, leading to a ‘noisy neighbour’ effect.

Edge Cloud Combines Cloud Capabilities with Edge Computing
When edge device computations are performed by combining the strengths of cloud technology and local storage and
processing capacity of the devices through the use of gateways, it is known as cloud edge computing or more popularly,
edge cloud. Such a confluence of technology ends the conflict that existed with edge computing vs cloud computing.
Edge computing architectures are
becoming more and more capable of
processing data on the edge through
edge processing. The devices or their
connected systems can utilize available
storage and processing power to make
computations and analytics. However,
this could mean huge losses in valuable
data. That’s because all the data
generated by an IoT device cannot be
stored in the local storage and needs to
be deleted from time to time. Since data
is seen as the new fuel, this can be
untapped potential.
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Connected Finances: Top Benefits of Using IoT Technology in Banking
The Internet of Things is a flourishing field for innovations and it’s primarily designed to make our life easier. Yet, there
are spheres which are only discovering IoT benefits. The financial industry is one of them. An infinite number of articles
can be written about any of the presented use areas of our beloved IoT. Let’s just sum it up. Smart Home is not just
about smart lighting. You can easily extend any modern home appliances with the ability to place orders and making
payments such as ordering food when your fridge shelves are empty. After all, it’s about comfort and reducing costs
due to energy and effort saving. If we look at what is happening in finances broadly, we will see that all have gone
digital, with mobile becoming a must and basically just another channel for banks. Banking can be done wherever you
are, you no longer need the physical bank. Just imagine how billions of all those connected devices and clusters of
networks incorporated into your payment system! The scope of opportunities and the amount of profit is just

unimaginable.

Making It Simple
Internet of Things devices can considerably simplify day-to-day operations and reduce the dependence on the human
workforce. As a result, we’ve got time-saving, enhanced productivity and balanced workflows. Gathered banking data
can be analyzed much faster and more efficiently with the use of artificial intelligence and machine learning, so, in the
end, making decisions becomes more transparent. When it comes to financial services, the Internet of Things will
improve the accuracy and speed of data collection and expand the range of insights at hand.

Analyze That
IoT devices can collect and process data 24/7, providing the user with up-to-date information. Apart from analyzing
your customers’ data to gain valuable insights into their needs, this technology is behind automation in trading and
investment since it enables real-time market monitoring. Using technology to survey pricing engines, investors will be
able to analyze market trends and select their respective business strategies.

Smarter Branches
Although we are shifting away from bricks and mortars of the past, physical branches will still be present in the future.
Well, at least some of them. So why not optimize them by using IoT technologies and ensure better customer
experience? One of the most obvious benefits of integrating IoT devices is optimized capacity management at bank
branches. Customer data is gathered, processed and shared in real-time, which enables managers to monitor the flow
of customers who come to the bank per day and estimate the number of employees required to service them during
peak hours. In addition, it helps you assess the amount of cash for ATMs at each location.
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Connected Finances: Top Benefits of Using IoT Technology in Banking
By 2020, it is predicted that there will be 26 billion connected devices globally- a 30-fold increase from 2009. This
exponential increase in the number of IoT devices will produce an incalculable rise in the number of interactions,
transactions and exchanges, and a virtually endless number of possibilities and opportunities, which we may not be
able to fathom or control. However, herein this limitless exchange of information and data lies comparably limitless

challenges and vulnerabilities.

The Positives and Negatives of IoT:
The power of the IoT is a double-edged sword. The very ubiquity and interconnectedness that make it so powerful and
effective are the same characteristics that make it so susceptible- there are billions of devices and therefore billions
of attack paths for security threats. If everything becomes “smart”- our homes, cars, offices, cities- as some
commentators hypothesise/ predict, then every aspect of our lives is at risk of being hacked or breached.

The Bank of Things
As an industry that trades in the intangible, from the exchange of long-term stock assets to enabling online payments
of consumer goods, the financial services industry (FSI) may not seem directly associated with something tangible like
the Internet of things. However, the transformational impact and optimisation of IoT devices is no more apparent than
in the worlds of commerce and investment. The intrinsic value of the IoT lies in the transmission of data, which the FSI
requires to gather, exchange and analyse information- or in other words, function. In the FSI the bank of things (which
makes the very apt acronym “BoT”) is the material infrastructure that facilitates the billions of data transfers that take
place every day. It enables insurance companies to collect and share data with customers about their insured goods
in real time, allows consumers to make instant contactless payments and provides the framework for retail banks to
collect information on each customer that enters one of their locations. The most notable and well-documented
example of investment in the IoT infrastructure has been by retail banks. Another concern is that IoT devices are not
protected by design. As there is no standard of compliance to safeguard against cyber threats in the manufacturing
process, they are often shipped and distributed as hackable devices, and financial organisations have no means of
securing them. Therefore, financial products, that are used to transfer money
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and personal data, are very convenient and attractive attack surfaces for cybercriminals. Once one insecure device is
breached, the data within its wider network can be accessed and stolen. Put simply, they are an “open door:” inviting
hackers to scan networks, install malware, conduct reconnaissance, and seamlessly exfiltrate data by bypassing other
security mechanisms. Their prominence within the FSI puts the data of every consumer at risk. Moreover, IoT devices
can be exposed through their cloud or web application services, as very often, they are not adequately secured. The
wireless networks surrounding IoT devices are also highly unprotected (WPA2 vulnerabilities, for example). Wireless
infrastructures are highly sensitive, especially where multiple devices from multiple vendors/users are concerned.
They can be used to penetrate an employee’s device, and their organisations network, anywhere the employee might
be using a Wi-Fi hotspot. This happened to the Chief Executive of a New York tech company recently, when his
computer was infiltrated and forced to pay a digital currency called Monero, demonstrating the vulnerability of IoT
devices throughout the world. Billions of consumers are connected to public Wi-Fi each day, thousands, if not millions,
of which could work for large financial organisations.

You Need to Protect Your Assets and Airspace from IoT attacks
The power of IoT devices is boundless. However, so too is their vulnerability. Within the FSI, this frailty is compounded
by the out-dated and complex systems that shape it. These systems possess swathes of highly sensitive and valuable
consumer information that can reap significant rewards for hackers. More and more of this data will continue to be
generated, and become increasingly accessible and desirable, as the number of connected devices, users and
interactions grows at an exponential rate. Therefore, organisations must figure out a way to store, track and protect
it, and quickly. An additional aspect is that IoT devices are often “invisible”; we tend to forget about them and the
device manufacturers are not cybersecurity experts, so trusting the system/device itself to be secured is a problem.
Let’s say there is a vulnerability and something needs to be updated; in many cases, organizations will skip the updates
because it may put the operation at risk or could cost a lot of money to arrange a shutdown. What is needed is a
defence that quickly and easily identifies, monitors and protects all the smart connected devices operating in and
around your business. This dedicated cybersecurity solution needs to monitor both the IoT device and its activity 24 x
7, and neutralize the threat. By doing this, an organization will be able to detect when and which devices are at risk,
as well as mitigate the threat in real time without physically looking for it. The answer does not lie within the device
itself, but with a solution that brings your Security Operations Team visibility and control. Security should be done
from outside the organization’s operational network or infrastructure by dedicated security staff so they can ensure
there is the right solution in place without having to trust the infrastructure or operational network itself.
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Cloud of Things Integration with IoT Platforms to Create Growth Opportunities
The growing need for IoT solutions in BFSI will further contribute to the market’s healthy expansion. The benefits of
analyzing and predicting fraud and risk associated with debit and credit card transactions will drive the demand for
IoT technology based on cloud services among banks and financial institutions. IoT will gain market share in BFSI as
key players increase their investment and collaborative initiatives to deliver cloud services to banking institutions.
Furthermore, growing worries about security risks will boost the adoption of IoT security solutions, which will help
the market develop. Regardless of the size or location of a company launching a connected project, integrating IoT
into the banking and financial segments has some common benefits.

Closing thoughts
Banks and financial institutions must now translate data obtained from IoT into useful information that will assist
them in making educated decisions. Companies can grow their market share while also providing better services to
their clients using the information acquired. Our IoT Test Automation framework provides reusability and
modularity, just-in-time reporting, extensibility and service virtualization, and continuous integration of custom &
packaged applications. Additional benefits include portability and forward integration, accelerators to shorten
framework roll-out, high performance & short duration of test execution, and tests that are scalable and reusable
across multiple platforms. Global organizations have utilized our IoT Quality Assurance and Testing solutions to
achieve end-to-end functional and non-functional testing for their IoT implementations. To address the
heterogeneity of technology platforms, devices, and protocols, Cigniti’s IoT testing solutions provide the following
key differentiators for IoT testing:


Robust IoT testing infrastructure labs, consoles, simulators, test racks, etc. that help reduce Op-Ex.



BlueSwanTM: Cigniti’s next generation proprietary testing platform that can expedite your digital
transformation journey, and Customer Experience Sentiment Analyzer (CESA) for real-time insights across
mobile, web, and device channels.



Strong multi-disciplinary approach & multi-domain capabilities.



Expedited testing using simulators and service virtualization.



Collaborative testing using a globally located team.
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Mr Amartya Singh
Senior Director
Cashfree
Bangalore Urban
Introduction:
I have 10+ years of cross-functional domain work-experience in Strategy,
Partnerships, BD/Sales, P & L Growth & People Management. My work stints
are spread across diverse sectors like PaymentTech, InternetTech, FinTech,
Education, Consulting. At Digio, as Head of Business, my work involved Market
assessment, BD/Sales, Product roadmap, Regulatory compliance,
Direct/Indirect Sales, Key Account Management, Pitching, Commercials,
Delivery, Upselling.
I have worked with a Marquee clientele incl. Banks(Private/Public), NBFCs (Loans, Stock-broking, Insurance, Techdriven firms (Fintech, EdTech, RegTech, etc), Corporates and Govt. entities, and worked with regulatory bodies like
NPCI, CCA, India Stack for setting up frameworks like eNACH, eSign. Prior to Digio, I have worked as the Business Head
with P&L responsibilities at T.I.M.E. Pvt Ltd for a 10+ Cr Revenue Testprep product. I have also had Management
Consulting experience in Strategy & Operations at KPMG where I have worked in engagements involving business
strategy planning, project management, go-to-market strategy and process optimization.

Experience
Cashfree
1 year 7 months
Senior Director - Banking Partnerships, New Product Initiatives & BaaS
April 2021 - Present (3 months)
Bengaluru, Karnataka, India



Banking Partnerships
New Product Initiatives




BaaS (Neobanking)
Cross-border Payments

Digio.in
Head of Business
May 2017 - October 2019 (2 years 6 months)
Bengaluru Area, India
- Areas of Work: Market Assessment, Product roadmap, Regulatory compliance, Direct/Indirect Sales, Key Account
Management
- Product Portfolio: Aadhaar/DSC eSign, NPCI-Compliant NACH for debits & subscriptions, Document Management
- Led strategic alliance & executed Digitization Go-Live for Banks, Stockbrokers, Fintechs, Insurance firms and Unicorns
in the digital education, insurance marketplace and B2B marketplace
- Liaised with regulatory bodies like NPCI, CCA for development of frameworks like NACH, eSign, India
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Mr. Vikas Kumar
Co-Founder at Loan Tap Financial
Technologies, Investor, Author, Marathoner
Pune, India

- Over sixteen years’ experience in the software industry with the majority of it as a CTO of Brainvisa which
I founded along with my partners in 2000.
- Advising startups and small business to get to the next level in technology and strategy, have invested in
few of these startups.
- Co-authored a book titled " Startups - Finding funding " which talks about 20 startups and how they raised
funds in 20 unique ways.

Loan Tap Financial Technologies
Co-Founder and CTO
July 2016 - Present
- A Fintech firm for online delivery of retail asset products.
- Loan tap specialises in providing unique financial products primarily to Salaried Professionals.
- Loan tap has been growing rapidly and is now a well-recognised brand in the Fintech space.

Brainvisa Technologies
Co-founder and CTO
March 2000 - January 2010
Pune Area, India
- Over my 10 year stint I built a Learning Management System, Rapidel a Word based Authoring Tool and Wow an
ELearning Project Management Tool which was even used by Microsoft and UPS
- We were one of the largest ELearning companies from India catering to the Fortune 500.

Mobikon Technologies PVT Ltd
Technical Architect
August 2010 - March 2012

Education



Indian Institute of Management, Lucknow
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Mr Andy Sen
Chief Technology Officer
mPokket
Bangalore Urban
Introduction:

If we haven't met before, adding a relevant note to your
connection request will significantly improve the chances of it
being accepted.
We are building the next generation platform for quick loans
– from app download to money in your bank account in 15
minutes or less.

Experience
mPokket
Chief Technology Officer
April 2019 - Present (2 years 3 months)
Bengaluru Area, India
Scale, scale, scale my platform, Gently down the stream.
Merrily, merrily, merrily merrily - Life is anything and (at times) a dream.
Tesco Bengaluru
Head of Software Development
March 2016 - April 2019 (3 years 2 months)
Bengaluru Area, India
▪ Lead distributed engineering teams- serving up Product Data and Marketing Content (API & micro sites)
▪ Product APIs used across Tesco’s website, tills and IoT/Handheld devices
▪ Clear focus on scalability, availability and engineering efficiency

Capital mind
Consulting CTO
March 2014 - January 2016 (1 year 11 months)
For Capital Mind:
▪ Capital Mind: Architecting, coding and hosting of a scalable platform for visualization of market data from NSE India
▪ Edu Synapse: Architected and coded multiple use cases on the Raspberry Pi- Pulse oximeter, educational content
distribution, classroom teaching & quizzing aid
▪ Overseeing the tech build & launch of an early stage home decor start-up.
▪ Consultant for a DRDO technology firm
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Sunit Vakharia
Head - Consumer Banking Technology India- DBS Bank
Mumbai Metropolitan Region
▪ Responsible for defining roadmap, planning and delivery of strategic capabilities for BOB Financial spanning back to
front, aligning with the firm’s broader strategy.
▪ Senior strategic executive with solid understanding of the Financial ecosystem, deeply analytical and data driven with
strong understanding of technologies.

HSBC
Senior VP, IT Development,
HSBC Technology
Mumbai, India
▪ Elevated to Senior VP HSBC with extensive IT Delivery Management responsibilities.
▪ Promotes Entrepreneurial Thinking, Diversity and Ensures alignment to Group Risk and Control Improvement
programs.
▪ Actively participate in defining HSBC India Technology Strategy, Future Roadmap and Target Operating model for
Software Delivery function.
▪ Senior Stakeholder Management, Cost Management and People Management as core deliverables.
▪ Built an Investor Relations application which significantly streamlined a fund's IR reporting process
▪ Headed end to end implementation of RBI’s Automated Data Flow at HSBC.
▪ Participate in IT Strategy, IT Steering Committee and Annual Technology Planning.

VP - Delivery, Global Functions & Data Solutions
HSBC Technology
Overall strategic planning, coordination and delivery of a functionally and financially efficient IT Development /
Systems Delivery portfolio for Global function, Service Delivery and Frontline Businesses.
As Delivery Head of Data Solution, Global functions &amp; Support Services will be responsible for Managing as well
rolling out end to end technology solutions for Global Functions at the same time delivering BI/CRM/Sales
solution for ‘Pan Bank’.

Education



University of Pennsylvania - The Wharton School
Leadership Management Training, Strategic Thinking and Leadership.
University of Mumbai.
Bachelor of Engineering, Instrumentation
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Mr Harsh Mittal
Chief Technology Officer
CredAvenue, Mumbai
Introduction: As an expert in building large scale software products and services I enjoy

building, leading and mentoring product and engineering teams to succeed in challenging
projects with big customer impact. CredAvenue is India’s largest Institutional debt platform
with a lender base of 250 lenders & debt volumes of 65,000 crores and counting with
innovative product structures across multiple sectors and investors. I am leading Product,
Design, Software Engineering, Data engineering, Data science and Infosec teams for
CredAvenue.

Experience
CredAvenue Chief Technology Officer
CredAvenue is India’s largest Institutional debt platform with a lender base of 250 lenders & debt volumes of 65,000
crores and counting with innovative product structures across multiple sectors and investors. I am leading Product,
Design, Software Engineering, Data engineering, Data science and Infosec teams for CredAvenue.MOBI: Digital eKYC
(Merchant On boarding) App

Facebook
Engineering leader
Leading multiple engineering teams in integrity space. Solving problems of online Identity fraud and misrepresentation
enabling accountability and reducing harm.

Circles.Life
Head of Engineering
I am responsible for all Engineering functions including Backend development, Mobile, Web, Data, Devops, SRE, QA
and TPM. I have been instrumental in building Engineering team, Defining Tech vision, strategy and architecture. I
have grown Engineering team from less than 15 to 150+ across SG, Bangalore, India, Taiwan, Australia and Indonesia
during last 1.5 years. We use a cloud-based business model to automated telco systems and replace legacy. To
customer, we deliver a highly customisable mobile service (voice, data, roaming, others) that users can manage
through their smartphones.

Jio
Head of Engineering
Headed Engineering for Financial innovation center @Bangalore. Managed multiple full stack teams (50+ engineers)
responsible for Jio Coupons platform, Jio Tap & Pay and Jio Payments

Flipkart
Senior Engineering Manager
At Flipkart I managed Payments and Big data platform teams
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Mr Ayaskant Mohapatra
Head of Information Technology
YES SECURITIES, Thane
Scalable system architecture design for various software project Moving with new
digital innovation and taking the business to next level by implementing Mobile
Platform and Big data. Hands on experience with, Open Source, Microsoft and Oracle
Application stack. Dynamic and accomplished professional with extensive
experience in handling application software products & planning for infrastructure
setup for financial institutions (Capital market, Institutional broking & retail broking,
NBFC, Insurance, banking and Mutual funds). Also Managing IT setup through inhouse team as well as Hosted and outsourcing model to have the business solution in a cost effective way. Hands on
experience for start-ups and managing acquisition.

Experience
YES SECURITIES
Head of Information Technology
Mumbai, India
EXPERTISE
 Driving the digital innovation for transforming the business to new edge platform.
 Implemented a robust trading solution for investing in various asset class including Commodity and
third party products.
 Launched robust Mobile App which contributes 30% of the business volume.
 Setting up New Edge Data Centre with DR and BCP for the critical business function.
 Setting up telecom infrastructure for expanding Institutional business &branch business.
 Manage in-house development team to deliver business solutions.
 Set up digital way to reach out our customers using social media and what's app and Instagram.
 Planning and Scheduling
Axis Securities Limited
 Information
• Working on
Educational Mobile Apps which links to their ERP system
DGM
& Technology
Mumbai,
India working knowledge on Peoplesoft Campus Solution ERP system
 • Sound






 Civil – Electrical – POP – Modular – Wallpaper & Paintings.

Managing IT setup for Axis Securities, involved in Hosted and outsourcing model to have the business solution in
a cost effective way.
Driving the digital innovation for transforming the business to new edge platform.
Implemented a robust trading solution for Axis Direct, which is the fastest trading platform in terms of execution
and ahead of competition.
Launched robust Mobile App which contributes 30% of the business volume.
Implemented MPLS network across branches. This helps us to save major cost on bandwidth and brings us
reliability.
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Setting up DR and BCP for the critical business function.
Setting up telecom infrastructure for expanding branch business.
Manage in-house development team to deliver business solutions.
Set up first in the industry Hosted Contact Centre solution for both in bound and out bound with integrated with
missed called service.

HSBC Invest Direct (India) Limited,
V.P Software Development
Working as delivery head for the core business products which includes building and managing Trading application,
Risk management system, various middleware application, customer service module including web portal. Responsible
for infrastructure management along without sourced vendor and in-house expertise.




Smart Direct, Online trading Platform (Equity, Derivatives. IPO & Mutualfund).
HAWK – Consolidated risk Management system (Equity, derivative and MTF/Non MTF).
Common Account code generation across all product segments.



Private Banking and Weal management platform development.
Online Payment Gateway with HSBC and few other banks.
Content website development, Integration with Trading website
ISS – The Interactive Stock Screener – A toll that helps you spot market opportunities.
Smart Portfolio – The integrated portfolio management system to manage customer transaction.
Data Centre management and infrastructure planning.







Motilal Oswal Financial Services.
Manager Software development
Mumbai, India
I was associated with Motilal Oswal Financial Services as a Manager Software development and had the opportunity
to lead and nurture a team of 20+ skilled resources at all level. Had responsibility to implement and execute the
strategy for CTCL Trading System through SDG Ltd.









Stabilized Branches and Franchisee network through V-sat network.
Corporate Website – Developed internally.
Equity and Derivative Back Office Implementation.
PMS application Implementation.
DP Back Office Implementation.
Call Analysis Application integration with CRM module.
departments on assigned projects.
Implemented CTCL Trading System through SDG Ltd.

TeleSoft Systems
Sr. Software Developer
Mumbai
Was working for our various Banking clients like HDFC bank, service industries & FMCG clients. Work on the product
Portfolio managmentsolutions, Investment banking and core banking Application. and variousFinancial modules for
RISK Management System.
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Jet Airways
Group Head Information Technology
Was a part of and headed Jet Airways Digital Innovation & Technology unit and reported to group CEO. Was leading a team of
300+ employees. As part of this assignment led multiple Digital Opportunities at Jet Airways which transformed Jet Airways from
an Old Tech School in to a Digital savvy Organisation. Few of my initiatives were:






Voice Based Solution
Artificial Intelligence Based Booking and Payment Engine
Global Distribution System Consolidation
Digital Buy ON Board solution along with Seat Map, Offline order Processing.

Career Highlights:
➢ I bring with me over 13+ years of experience in software development experience including 7+ years of
Mobility Banking experience & Digital Solutions.
➢ Working as a Director/Delivery Manager – Mobility, working exclusively on Mobile Wallets & growing
business to customer area for MasterCard.
➢ Service Delivery Operations Lead – Accountable for managing and delivering procurement operations
services including: requisition/order management, contract management, supplier performance
management, with oversight and responsibility for ~ 40+ FTEs. Consistently exceeded contract service level
agreements (SLA) over 3-year period.
➢ Been involved in all stages of software development cycle, I am comfortable working with AGILE, SDLC
SCRUM.
➢ Worked on Cross Platform such as Phonegap, Kony, Sencha Touch (HTML, CSS & JQuery) & Native
Platform as “Objective C for iOS” and integration of various ERP's, Database to the Mobile Application.
➢ Accountable for the development and the implementation of integrated federated Mobile solutions
working across all of MasterCard business units.
➢ Work closely with business stakeholders to obtain consensus on both design and digital vision and
implementation track
➢ Lead consolidation of platforms and re-use of systems in order to bring efficiencies within MasterCard
and bring products quickly to market
➢ Maintains relationships with business partners and stakeholders by providing support, information, and
guidance; researching and recommending new opportunities.
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Impact of Digital
Transformation
on Fintech
Industry
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Special Coverage – Impact of Digital Transformation on Fintech Industry
Several key industry sectors have been effectively sheltered from the pandemic's challenges because to rapidly
increasing technology. Many businesses
have implemented digital transformation
solutions in order to save costs and improve
procedures. Every industry must adapt basic
procedures as social isolation and temporary
lockdowns have become new standards
around the world.
New standards and changing customer
expectations force startups, SMEs, and even
established businesses to rethink their
strategies. When it comes to the fintech
industry, lending organisations and loan
management companies must adapt to a
digital ecosystem for a variety of
procedures. To put it another way, they
must incorporate a bespoke loan
management solution in order to provide
their consumers with a digital experience.
Here are the key benefits how the digital transformation is driving the Fintech Industry.







Increasing business agility
Improving customer service and assistance
Improving teamwork
Improving risk assessment
Improving operational efficiency
Improving lending flexibility

Fintech is no longer limited to startups, thanks to digital transformation solutions. Large, well-established businesses
are likewise compelled to innovate in order to stay competitive. As financial services become more computerised,
several BFSI companies are automating operations to make things easier. Digital transformation also allows the BFSI
sector to provide a personalised customer experience.
According to IDG Digital business research, financial services ranks second among the top three industries that have
adopted digital-first business strategies, with a 93 percent acceptance rate.
Let's take a look at some of the major implications of digital transformation in the financial industry. It demonstrates
the financial industry's growing importance of digital transformation.

The Ways How Digital Transformation is Driving the Fintech Industry
It is Changing the ExpectationsThis pandemic has resulted in significant changes in the way we live, work, and spend our money. It has a direct
influence on a customer's buying behaviour and preferred payment methods. The typical transaction model and legacy
loan models do not operate in this situation. A new narrative has emerged as a result of the pandemic. It has revealed
the financial vulnerability of small businesses. Their financial options are suddenly limited. An open and transparent
digital environment is still useful in these trying times.
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Special Coverage – Impact of Digital Transformation on Fintech Industry
The fintech sector's digital transformation has been critical in facilitating the transfer from physical to digital methods.
It prepares the industry to meet issues with a creative way. With the support of innovative digital solutions, the
financial sector can offer cashless and contactless transactions. The industry can provide exceptional service while
adapting to quickly changing consumer habits.
Few of the major pain points that are being addressed by digital transformation solutions.
Drawbacks of the traditional ModelsBecause traditional lending models are not scalable, they remain inefficient. These models make it difficult for SMEs
to obtain financing. Furthermore, legacy lending models are less cost-effective than advanced lending models, which
do not require middlemen or additional resources.
Fintech organisations of days use a lean operational style to decrease expenses and lessen their reliance on resources.
Furthermore, because most of the old model's operations are manual and entail paperwork, it cannot provide
flexibility.
A cloud-based, online lending mechanism, in contrast to this type of approach, has everything in place to save the
finance organisation time, money, and resources.
Though digital transformation is a continuous process, the BFSI sector may want to explore using an API-based
architecture. It may be effortlessly integrated with old systems to create a scalable digital solution.
Data Processing
Some novel aspects of digital lending
platforms include video-based or social
security-based Know Your Customer
(KYC)
and
personal
identity
verification. It allows financial
institutions to quickly access consumer
data as needed. It also aids account
aggregators in ensuring due diligence
across a variety of operations.
By gaining a better understanding of
customer portfolios, lenders can make
the most of digital transformation
solutions. It enables them to rapidly
and
efficiently
process
loan
applications.
Data analytics and machine learning
can help financial institutions improve
their security by detecting fraudulent
transactions ahead of time. Both of
these notions can be used to extract
relevant information such as client
preferences and credit history.
On the basis of this information, financial institutions can provide tailored credit cards and loans. Optimized data
processing results in more personalization and a better client experience in some ways.
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Special Coverage – Impact of Digital Transformation on Fintech Industry
Fintech Platforms
Globally, digital payment options are rapidly becoming widespread. During the epidemic, there has been a rising
surge in the utilisation of digital platforms. Digital payment
platforms, often known as eWallets or digital wallets, and
platforms that use credit cards are popular.
It's probable that a variety of fintech-based businesses and SMEs
may emerge in the future. These companies will take advantage
of the advantages of digital transformation to make the loan
procedure for their consumers faster and easier. Additionally,
tailored fintech solutions can improve security and ensure that
the process adheres to industry standards.
With increased consumer awareness and more SMEs adopting
digital transformation solutions, the fintech industry is poised to
take a giant leap forward. In the coming years, we should expect
fresh inventive concepts based on the fintech concept to win out.
Simplifying Complexities
The BFSI industry is booming over the world. In this tumultuous day, it is critical to make online operations as simple,
safe, and efficient as possible. Here the digital transformation comes into play.
Advanced solutions not only make the financial sector's intricacies easier to understand, but they also make operations
more user-friendly. Consider a finance app with a lot of features. It may be used for a variety of reasons while also
automating operations and improving customer experience.
Digital transformation in the fintech sector can assist all types of finance organisations, whether they are banks,
insurance companies, or even microfinance institutions.
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IT Facts

Using big data, Netflix saves $1 billion per year on customer
retention.

If you ask Siri, Alexa, Cortana, or your bank’s Voice
assistance a question, most likely, you will be answered by
a pleasant and polite woman’s voice. The reason? Studies
show that males and females are more attracted to a
woman's voice.

Today it would take a person approximately 181 million years
to download all the data from the internet.

95% of businesses cite the need to manage unstructured data as a
problem for their business.
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IT Facts
A robot built in the late 1990s called Kismet can recognise

A robot wrote an article on an earthquake in California

emotions through human body language and voice tone.

on the Los Angeles Times website, gathering data from
a seismograph.

A robot that rebuilt itself after noticing its performance had

AI can learn anything quickly, meaning its intelligence is

dropped after losing two of its six legs. The robot did not

increasing. In 2013, AI had the same intelligence as a 4-year-old. By

know what the problem was but fixed it by trial and error.
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2029, AI will have the same intelligence level as adult humans.
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AI in Education

Eldrok is India’s leading B2B conference and exhibitions company, dedicated for Education, Architecture & IT-BFSI Sectors. We
have one of largest dedicated sector specific community followership in India i.e. 68,000+ followers across our leading social
media platforms.
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